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    Reactor Rubber Medicine Ball 3kg YELLOWReactor Rubber Medicine Ball 3kg YELLOW 
$79.99$79.99 
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 Description  Description 

Lifters and health nuts can boost their strength and stamina by incorporating this ChampionLifters and health nuts can boost their strength and stamina by incorporating this Champion
Barbell Rubber Medicine Ball into their workout regimens. Athletes will be able to easily attainBarbell Rubber Medicine Ball into their workout regimens. Athletes will be able to easily attain
a firm hold of this medicine ball thanks to the textured rubber cover, so they can performa firm hold of this medicine ball thanks to the textured rubber cover, so they can perform
squats, lunges and other exercises with added resistance. Users can grab this medicine ballsquats, lunges and other exercises with added resistance. Users can grab this medicine ball
for both indoor and outdoor workouts.for both indoor and outdoor workouts.

Textured rubber cover makes this medicine ball easy to graspTextured rubber cover makes this medicine ball easy to grasp

Can be used during a wide range of exercises to help improve gripping and tossingCan be used during a wide range of exercises to help improve gripping and tossing
capabilitiescapabilities

Air-filled ball delivers minimal bounce for efficient trainingAir-filled ball delivers minimal bounce for efficient training

Available in a variety of colors and weights of 2.2 lb., 4.4 lb., 6.6 lb., 8.8 lb., 11 lb., 13.2Available in a variety of colors and weights of 2.2 lb., 4.4 lb., 6.6 lb., 8.8 lb., 11 lb., 13.2
lb. and 15.4 lb.lb. and 15.4 lb.
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Not to be used in slamming exercisesNot to be used in slamming exercises

Specifications:Specifications:

Activity: Aerobics, TrainingActivity: Aerobics, Training

Brand: Reactor by Champion BarbellBrand: Reactor by Champion Barbell

Material Coating: RubberMaterial Coating: Rubber

Textured Surface: YesTextured Surface: Yes

Core TrainingCore Training

Brand:Champion BarbellBrand:Champion Barbell
Special Warranty:1 YearSpecial Warranty:1 Year
Unit:EAUnit:EA
Shipment Type:Small PackShipment Type:Small Pack
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